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the rom was in beta stage for some time before it was officially released. i already have a beta build for the galaxy note 5 so i wanted to flash this rom. if you do not have the beta build, you can use my guide to get it here.  samsung galaxy s6 edge plus sm-g928c stock firmware download link is listed here. you can
download this firmware from this link. for the information and list of devices, we can update android os to the latest version. then we can show in this post. in this guide, we will give you the basic process of flashing the new firmware. in this guide, we will give you the basics of the process of flashing the new firmware with
the galaxy s6 edge plus sm-g928c firmware. this guide will show you how to install nougat samsung galaxy s6 edge plus sm-g928c. if you have your own samsung galaxy s6 edge plus sm-g928c device, and you want to update your device with the latest version for the android operating system, and also you want to repair
and upgrade your smartphone and tablets, so here is the full guidance of flash stock firmware. if you're looking for the actual firmware you need to flash, it can sometimes be difficult to locate online. for any older samsung device, the best place to look is typically in the corresponding xda forum. many users post stock and
beta firmware in these forums. if you are lucky enough to have a recent samsung flagship, you can download the desired firmware from the samsung firmware science website. samsung galaxy s6 edge plus sm-g928c firmware download link is listed here. you can download this firmware from this link. for the information

and list of devices, we can update android os to the latest version. then we can show in this post. in this guide, we will give you the basic process of flashing the new firmware. in this guide, we will give you the basics of the process of flashing the new firmware with the galaxy s6 edge plus sm-g928c firmware.
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step 5: now double click on odin.exe for run odin tool and you must checkthat auto reboot and f.reset time only these two options are ticked (see in the image 2). now
connect your device to pc via usb cable in downloading mode. when you connect your samsung galaxy s6 edge plus g928c to pc then odin tool detect your samsung galaxy

s6 edge plus g928c automatically and show com port and give massage in massage box. see in the image 3. if you have updated your galaxy note 5 to the latest android 8.0
oreo version, this is for you. this rom is based on the same kernel used on the galaxy s8 and galaxy s8 plus. this rom is only for galaxy note 5, it won t work on galaxy s7
edge, galaxy s7 or galaxy s7 edge plus. currently, the beta of the new rom based on oreo is available and those who want to experience the new samsung ux version will
have to wait. as soon as the stable version comes out, users are expected to receive the new firmware update on their note 5. this is because samsung has not released a

stable version for note 5 yet, however, the developer says that he will keep developing the rom until a stable version is released. the galaxy note 5 is one of the best
smartphones you can have in 2016. it is a very solid phone with great performance and great hardware. so it is hard to think why the galaxy note 5 isn't a best selling phone.
xda senior member and developer we all know this.. he has spent a lot of time developing various roms for galaxy devices. in the last one year, he has made some powerful

rom such as moka rom, myst rom and others. ottomantr s infinity rom is a release from his latest rom release. it is a premium rom for galaxy note 5.  5ec8ef588b
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